EVER WANTED TO DEVELOP A DASHBOARD WITH REALTIME DATA FROM SCRATCH TO FINAL PRODUCT? THIS IS YOUR CHANCE!

- It is YOUR project: You are fully responsible and you get the chance to manage everything from start to end (Conception, Development, Design, Implementation)
- Create a concept of an analytics dashboard to track the therapy progress of our userbase.
- Implement a web based dashboard that is connected to our database.
- See the integration of the dashboard in the production environment.
- Work directly together with the company founders.

RESPONSIBILITY. We promise you will never make coffee or be the idiot in charge. You will be an integral part of the team who rocks the startup with us. You will get full responsibility for own projects. You will work directly with the founders (if there is something you are unsure - we got you)

FLEXIBILITY. We don’t keep track of hours nor do we care when exactly you do your work. We just care about your passion and results.

OFFICE. We have just moved to our lovely office in the heart of Munich. Our building is right across the central station - so basically there is no office more central than ours. We love having barbecues, cinema nights other activities at our offices (We also got the newest VR Arcade Games in house).

CONTACT: Daniel Kilger
idp@smokeless.world

TECHNOLOGY THAT CHANGES THE WORLD

Every 5 seconds one person dies from the consequences of smoking. That sums up to over 6 million people a year that will leave this planet.

We, the three founders, share the passion and the vision to use newest technology to change the face of the world. That’s why we founded Smokeless – a totally new and disrupting solution that will revolutionize the medical sector.

Smokeless is the first holistic solution worldwide that conquers smoking addiction based on smart technology. Our solution consists of a hardware device, as well as a software part in form of an app.

We are supported by names like Beurer medical, Hubert Burda Media, UnternehmertumX, Xpreneurs and some famous founders - come and join us to change the world.

IDP (16 ECTS) Theoretical part 5 ECTS / Practical part 11 ECTS
In collaboration with the Entrepreneurship Research Institute